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Learn how we helped Andy Eagan eliminate
whiteboards, spreadsheets, and post-it notes to
revolutionize their entire project management
process.

Our clients are our best advertisement.
Nothing makes us happier than hearing how happy we make our clients.

Get a no obligation software evaluation with estimated ROI calculation.

Learn how much you could save with
SPARK Business Works

Todd McDonald

"SPARK is a true partner in their approach with a
focus on listening to our needs and then
developing solutions; in the case of our app its
foundation was around engaging our
teammates. Their solution left our teammates
wanting more from our app, which has driven
higher engagement and efficiencies within
CSM."

COO at CSM Group

We offer affordable and practical software solutions for trade contractors
that increase business productivity with a visible ROI.

About Us & Our Services

Technology Consulting

Technology can seem daunting, but we are
here to provide you with straightforward
advice and guidance. You can ask us
anything!

Software Development

We work with our clients to develop custom
software solutions utilizing the latest
technology that fits their needs and business
goals. When you partner with us, nothing is
outside the realm of possibility.

Enterprise Resource Planning

We help organizations automate back house
functions – relating to technology, services,
human resources, and more – to automate
flows and save time.

Business Intelligence

You have the data, now let’s do something
with it! We will work with you to build
dashboards that will help you understand
your business and make better organizational
decisions.

Our team has a passion for efficiency. We thrive on
turning processes into time and cost-saving solutions for
our clients. No matter the project size, our team is
experienced in providing affordable and automated
business solutions.

90 Our average project is
completed within 90 days.

12 Our customers typically
see a ROI in 12 months.

Our custom-built apps can change the way
you do business.

SEE OUR CASE STUDIES
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What issues are you ready to solve?

SUBMIT

600 E Michigan Ave. Kalamazoo, MI 49007

Email: info@sparkbusinessworks.com

Phone: +1 866 277 2752

Design

BuildLearn

Engage

We learn about your
business, processes, and

what is important to
you so we can assess

and deploy an effective
and efficient solution for

you.

During the design
phase, we will

collaborate with you on
every aspect of your
project. This ensures

that your expectations
are met and our

solutions works for you.

Seeing your project
come to life is fun, and
that's why we update
your system each day
so you can see - in real
time - the work we've

done.

Our team provides
constant feedback and
continuous updates to

provide you with the
support you need to

ensure your project is a
success.

Improve Time Entry and Scheduling of
Your Remote Workforce

REGISTER NOW

We have worked with thousands of contractors
in 20 states over the last 30 years.

Sign-up for a complimentary assessment, our clients
save an average of $50K+ in the first year!

How We Do What We Do
Our process is transparent, allowing you to view progress at any and all times

throughout the course of your project.

Do any of these challenges sound familiar?

Is Your Business Stuck with Paper Processes, Difficult
Time Tracking, Missing Equipment and Slow Invoices?

1. Your time tracking is not accurate which can cause missed billing opportunities,

inaccuracy of job costing, and too much effort getting your team to track their time. 

2. Your tools, trucks, and equipment are continually misplaced. In addition to knowing where

they are located, it is a challenge to proactively manage maintenance schedules to keep

your assets maintained.

3. Frustrated with using whiteboards, sticky notes, and spreadsheets to assign your team to

jobs? With delays eating profits, it is important to get the right people with the right skills

assigned quickly. 

4. Having trouble tracking compliance to OSHA and other standards? With team safety and

severe penalties for non-compliance at stake, addressing this challenge becomes a

necessity. 

5. Is communicating with your distributed workforce difficult? Printed work orders, emails,

shared drives, scans and faxes don't support real-time information exchange that is

required to support clients.

LEARN HOW SPARK CAN HELP!

Amy Jones

"For decades, we've used whiteboards, post its
and excel spreadsheets to manage our
workforce. Spark Business Works quickly
understood our needs and delivered on our
vision for a digital workforce management tool."

Vice President at Andy Egan
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